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Article Written By:

Kodi Nixon
Carpenter Foreman

Imagine working hard, day in and day out, 
on weekends and holidays, just to be able to 
afford paying for a safe place for your child to 
live without worrying about the ills of inner-
city challenges. Then you and your family are 
passively rejected by your new, so called “safer” 
community. This is what me and a lot of people 
I know, who want better for their children, go 
through in today’s world. 

wanting better  
for my family.
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Unfortunately, when my son’s mother and I 
decided that it would be best to go our separate 
ways, things did not go exactly as planned. We 
came to an agreement that she would move to 
a neighborhood that had a top-notch school 
district and was safe from the violence and drug 
issues that were prevalent in our neighborhood. 
In addition to taking care of our son, I agreed 
to pay half of the cost of living for her. Problem 
solved . . . at least I thought. 

For a minute, things were going well. Our son 
adjusted to his new surroundings and new 
friends. His elementary school was top notch 
and had great teachers. He graduated to middle 
school and most of his new friends carried over. 

One day, he called me: “Dad, this cop followed 
me for blocks and asked me what I was doing in 
this neighborhood?” He said that the cop got 
out of the car and asked him if he had any ID 
(he was in sixth grade). Needless to say, I was 
beyond pissed. I thought it would be best to 
have his mom go to the station and inquire about 
this officer who felt the need to harass our child. 
The station treated it as if they did not know 
what she was talking about and said that they 
would investigate it.  

It went nowhere. 



Fast forward to high school. I noticed that things started to 
change as far as his group of friends. There are roughly ten 
black kids who attend his high school. All of the black kids 
hung around each other. All of the rich kids hung around each 
other and so on. It seemed as if things became real “clicky.” I 
would ask him about some of the white kids that he grew up 
with that I personally knew, and he would say that “they are 
acting shady now.” I am not sure exactly what that meant but 
I did know that things were way more segregated than when 
they were younger. 

One summer, my son asked if he could go to his friend’s shore 
house for a birthday party. We agreed to let him go after 
confirming with the kid’s mom that it would be ok. The next 
day, when the kids came back from the beach, all of their 
belongings were out on the street. What I should say is that 
all of the black kid’s belongings were out in the street. 
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They were staying at a white kid’s house. We found out that when the father of 
the kid came down to the house and found out that there were black kids there, 
he had an argument with the kid’s mother. He then decided to throw all the 
black kids belongings out on the street and lock the door. If you are a parent, 
you can only imagine how I feel about the father. 

As a person of color in today’s society, no matter how hard you try, basic life 
challenges still affect and impact us. We deal with the ills of the world just like 
everyone else plus take on racial challenges, discrimination, and disparities 
every day . . . in all environments. I would say that I have a ton of reasons why I 
could become hardened by my experiences and hate certain groups of people, 
but I won’t. Even though there are a ton of people out here who are ignorant, 
racist, and uneducated, I refuse to follow those behaviors. I like to believe that 
there are decent people of all colors and there are assholes of all colors. I refuse 
to label a whole group of individuals “bad” because of those who choose to be 
assholes. As I have shared with my son, I have realized that all I can do is lead by 
example and try to be the change I would like to see so life can be better and I 
pray that he does too.

“

“

None of 
us alone 
can save 
the nation 
or the 
world. 
But each 
of us can 
make a 
positive 
difference 
if we 
commit 
ourselves 
to do so

Cornel West



Article Written By:

Sade Carmichael
Executive Personal 

Assistant to the President 
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Countless racial issues have been swept under the carpet of U.S. 
soil and the marches against systemic racism after the killing of 
George Floyd is driving Americans to reflect on racial issues. 
As we sit in a horrifying global pandemic, the killings of our 
black fathers, sons, brothers, and friends, due to the hands of 
our own country holds a greater fear to Black Americans. The 
fight for justice from Black Americans during 2020 is pressing 
many White Americans to self-examine as it pertains to being 
racist. Companies across the U.S. are even faced with identifying 
racial inequality within their organizations. Additionally, Black 
Americans are reflecting on the importance of true community. 

Black American history has always encompassed the fight to 
be free. Sadly, in 2020, my people are still fighting some of the 
same battles as our ancestors. While there certainly has been 
societal progression, there are still multiple roadblocks impeding 
racial equality. This is a problem! There’s an unrelenting myth 
of a unified progress in which all Americans regardless of race, 
wealth, income and status, experience. Within this experience 
is the false presumption of equal opportunities extended to all. 
You may ask yourself, how is this false? How, within the most 
powerful nation in the world, does a disproportionate amount of 
its citizens still experience inequality? 

The reflection of America is made clear with statistics. Let’s 
observe some data on the socioeconomic disparities in the U.S. 
today that have proven that racism is still rampant throughout 
American society… 

A subset of U.S. Blacks, which descend from (American) slavery, 
are distinctly different from other minority groups such as 
Asians, East Indians, Hispanics, etc. including black immigrants 
i.e. Jamaicans, Haitians, Africans, etc. U.S. Blacks even pre-
date many white Americans U.S. ancestorial lineages yet due 
to corrupt racial policies are faced with some of the greatest 
socioeconomic challenges, such as housing, income and wealth, 
employment, salary gaps, education, mass incarceration, police 
brutality, health outcomes, marriage, and overall life expectancy. 

According to American Economist William A. Darity Jr.: 
In reference to racial wealth gap, “U.S. black and Mexican 
households have 1 percent of the wealth of whites in Los 
Angeles—or one cent for every dollar of wealth held by the 
average white household in the metro area. Koreans hold 
7 percent, other Latinos have 12 percent, and Vietnamese 
possess 17 percent of the wealth of white households.” 

“
the statistics 
of our reflections.

We pledge allegiance 
all our lives to the 
magic colors

Red, blue and white

But we all must be 
given the liberty  
that we defend

For with justice  
not for all men

History will  
repeat again

It’s time we learned

This world was 
made for all men“    - Stevie Wonder
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William A. Darity (Hamilton et al., 2014 report) also highlights 
that “the median wealth for Black families whose head earned 
a college degree is only about two-thirds of the median wealth 
of White families whose head dropped out of high school—it 
amounts to a difference of more than $10,000 ($34,700 vs. 
$23,400). A college degree is positively associated with wealth 
within race, but it does little to address the massive wealth gap 
across race. It is noteworthy that a “good” job is not the great 
equalizer either. Income-poor White families have more wealth 
than middle-income Black families ($15,000 vs. $13,800). The 
typical White family whose head is unemployed has nearly twice 
the wealth as the typical Black family whose head is employed 
full-time (about $23,000 vs. $12,000). The typical Black family 
whose head is unemployed has zero wealth to deal with their 
financial calamity”

Many say, all it takes is hard work and dedication and you will 
do well financially. Corporate media showcases celebrities, 
sports players, and entertainers, which misleads the American 
populace on the struggling daily lives of the masses of Black and 
Hispanic Americans. 

According to American Economists  
under the NASCC project:  
“The average black household would have to save 100 
percent of their income for three consecutive years to 
overcome the obstacles to wealth parity by dint of their own 
savings activity. It is the unearned birthright of inheritance or 
other family transfers that has the greatest effect on wealth 
accumulation, and likewise is the largest factor erecting 
barriers to wealth accumulation for people of color. White 
families have had significantly more time to pass wealth from 
generation to generation…Black families, however, have 
never had comparable resources to pass down to succeeding 
generations. As such, black families whose members study 
and work hard are still hindered in their efforts to generate the 
resources necessary for their own security and to ensure the 
well-being of their children.”

For all those currently living in an urban metropolis, the data 
listed below will also touch close to home for you. How many of 
your own relatives and friends, or even yourselves can say you 
own the home you reside in? 

According to The Washington Post Article (July 2020):  
“The homeownership gap between blacks and whites is 
larger today than it was in 1934, which is when the Federal 
Housing Administration [FHA] was established,” says Donnell 
Williams, president of the National Association of Real Estate 
Brokers, a Lanham, Md.-based organization formed in 1947 
to promote equal housing. “Half of all blacks born between 
1956 and 1965 were homeowners by the age of 50, but blacks 
born from 1966 to 1976 have a homeownership rate of just 
40 percent. If trends continue, black millennials may not even 
reach a homeownership rate of 40 percent by the time  
they turn 50.”

Will racial injustice ever end? Black Americans have been 
generationally, disproportionately, negatively affected in this 
country due to continuous discrimination and unscrupulous 
racial policies. Even the killing of black men has become 
a norm in the U.S.A. and with only 12% and 16% of U.S 
population, the imprisonment of US Blacks and Hispanics are at 
a disproportionate rate.

Black, Hispanics make up 
lager shares of prisoners 
than of U.S. population

U.S. adult population and U.S. 
prison population by race and 
Hispanic origin, 2017

Note: Whites and blacks include those 
who report being only one race and are 
non-Hispanic. Hispanic are of any race. 
Prison population is defined as inmates 
setenced to more than a year federal 
or state prison. Source: U.S. Census 
Bureau, Bureau of Justice Statistics

This injustice has resulted in tremendous socioeconomic 
setbacks. Many would claim it is from a lack of work ethic, and 
laziness i.e. “bad culture,” when there’s extensive available 
data which debunks such falsely widespread narratives. White 
Americans have never had to face the manifold of oppressive 
obstacles that inhibits many Black Americans from reaching 
similar successful outcomes. If you are interested in learning 
more, please visit the references we have included and the 
books we’ve shared which are written by different scholars 
discussing facts on racial inequality and racial injustice.

References:

www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nvsr/nvsr68/nvsr68_07-508.pdf
www.insightcced.org/report-umbrellas-dont-make-it-rain/’
www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/07/23/black-homeownership-gap/?arc404=true
www.aasc.ucla.edu/besol/color_of_wealth_report.pdf
www.forbes.com/sites/niallmccarthy/2017/09/14/racial-wealth-inequality-in-the-u-s-is-rampant-
infographic/#15c2e84a34e8
www.pewsocialtrends.org/2016/06/27/1-demographic-trends-and-economic-well-being/
www.naacp.org/criminal-justice-fact-sheet/
www.worldatlas.com/articles/incarceration-rates-by-race-ethnicity-and-gender-in-the-u-s.html
www.bop.gov/about/statistics/statistics_inmate_race.jsp
www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/04/30/shrinking-gap-between-number-of-blacks-and-whites-in-prison/

Race
Inmates

Number Percent

Asian 2,423 1.5%

Black 60,948 38.2%

Native 
American

3,705 2.3%

White 92,681 58%

Inmate Race

Statistic based on prior 
month’s data. Last Updated: 
Sat., 4 July 2020



Article Written By:

Kodi Nixon
Carpenter Foreman

Sometimes things come along that give you an opportunity 
to change the trajectory of your life for the better. Well for 
me, getting into the Carpenters Union was one of the best 
things that could have happened to me. Unfortunately, 
these opportunities are minimal in the communities that I 
come from. Therefore, over the past few years, I began to 
think of ways to reach back to that community, and help 
others obtain a career in this industry. And that was the 
beginning of what we now call “Reboot.”

Jonathan Escarfuller, Carlos Terry Jr., Elijah Mcdaniels, Ifeyan Gavin, and instructor Latreil Jackson
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The name “Reboot” came from 
brainstorming ideas that symbolized starting 
over and fresh start. I took the computer 
symbol (the symbol with the round dashes that 
spins when its loading) and added different shades 
of brown to represent those underrepresented 
communities in union construction. 

Reboot Construction Services primary purpose is to 
introduce inner city people of color to the construction 
industry. Through personal and professional support, we 
intend to provide a positive alternative career in the building 
trades for our members. 

In the city of Philadelphia, where the demographics are 65% 
people of color and 35% White, the union workforce does not 
reflect those numbers. One of the reasons for those numbers 
is the complexity of gaining access into the unions. The tests 
are open to all who would like to take it, but if you pass, you 
then need to find a sponsor that is willing to hire you in order 
to gain access into the union. 

Where I’m from, most people don’t know anyone who is a 
union contractor. Walking into a contractor’s place of business 
from the street, asking them to sponsor you is extremely 
difficult and then things get complicated. In my experience, 
most of those sponsorship spots are taken before the test 
is over by people who are already in the industry. In other 
words, you have to know someone who is connected to the 
contractor to get sponsored. 
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The Curriculum we offer at Reboot.

Math Job Site Etiquette Acquiring Your Drivers License

Blueprints Community Personal Development 

Safety Financial Education Emotional Intelligence

Mentorship Pre-Apprenticeship

Percentage of Skilled  
Union Workers By Race  
and Gender in Philadelphia 

Race

White Men

Black Men

Hispanic Men

Other (including women)

Data Source: Philadelphia Inquirer successful together. | 9



Another challenge is the lack of 
promotion and advertisement in the 
communities that I’m from. Coming 
out of high school, I didn’t know that 
becoming a union tradesman was an 
option to make a decent living. At 
Reboot, we help with these challenges 
by preparing our members and offering 
sponsorships to those who complete  
our program and pass the union’s test.

There are a lot of stereotypes regarding 
work ethic that go around about the 
black and brown communities that 
are not true. I know that if given a 
fair opportunity to participate, those 
communities would thrive in a sustainable 
career such as a union tradesman.

Over the years, I’ve heard so many 
things that just weren’t true. There was 
a comment made at work by an older 
white man that stood out to me. He 
was staring out of the window of the 
job site at a line that stretched around 
the corner for blocks. The line had 
something to do with parking ticket 
forgiveness. The line was made up of 
around 95% black people. He said 
“look at all of those black motherfuckers 
looking for a fucking handout. They 
need to pay their fucking tickets on 
time like everyone else.” He didn’t see 
me standing nearby when he made the 
comment. Initially, I wanted to smack the 
shit out of him for being so disrespectful. 
Instead, it fueled me to help those in 
need gain a meaningful career. His 
words struck a nerve because I know 
that many of those people were not out 
there because they wanted to be. Many 
of them simply couldn’t afford to pay 
the sometimes outrageous tickets the 
parking authority issues. 

We believe the benefits of Reboot 
are immeasurable in so many ways 
including being a ladder out of poverty. 
Educational and personal resources 
provide self-growth. Contractors and 
local businesses will gain a prepared 
workforce. It will aid in rebuilding our 
communities. With the unfortunate drug 
and violence epidemic that plague our 
community, the program can provide an 
outlet for at risk young adults and give a 
positive path to productive citizens. 

I appreciate the platform and 
opportunity EDA has given me to create 
this program. I believe it’s a positive step 
for people of color and our union. I will 
continue to work hard to spread the 
word that there are careers like this  
that can change the trajectory of 
someone’s life. 
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Article Written By:

Marquise Mallory
Carpenter

my life.
When I was 12 years old in 7th grade, I remember walking 
home from school and noticed a car driving by me. The car 
slowed down and I could see these older white kids whom I’ve 
never met before in the car. One of them stuck his head out 
the window towards me and shouted “nigger.” There was no 
reason for that to happen other than me being black. There 
was another time when I was walking home from school and 
the same older kids spotted me again. As they got closer to 
me, they spat at me. Fortunately, they missed. 

I also recall playing basketball in front of my house when I was 
about 14 years old and a random older lady walks to the end 
of my block. She stared at us and shouts “niggers” multiple 
times. There was no other reason than us being black kids 
playing basketball.

There are also countless times I have gotten called “nigger” 
online because people “disagree” with my opinions on a 
subject or they are upset over a loss on a video game. I 
have always felt like a minority in this country and honestly,  
a minority only. I’ve yet to feel like an “American” as I’m 
constantly reminded that I am a nigger. 

successful together. | 11
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Mikaila Ulmer, Age 15, Houston, TX 
Founder, CEO: Me & the Bees Lemonade 
Established: 2015 
Business Net Worth: $11 million 

At the age 9 with the support of her father and mother, Mikaila 
Ulmer became one of the youngest business owners in the US. 
When she was 4, Mikaila was stung by two bees in one week. 
One would think a child would refuse to be near the insects 
after that experience. However, her mother encouraged her to 
not fear bees yet learn about them and Mikaila did just that. 
She learned about the beautiful honeybee colonies and that 
they were headed towards extinction. She grew a strong love 
for them and wanted to do her part in helping to save them. 
Purchasing honey from local beekeepers, she decided to add 
the honey to her great-grandmother’s flaxseed lemonade 
recipe. In Kindergarten, Mikaila’s parents who themselves have 
Business Degrees, enrolled her in various children’s business 
competitions to sell her lemonade. The competitions lead to 
greater access to capital. In 2015, with the help of the popular 
business show, “Shark Tank,” Mikaila’s lemonade stand landed 
a $60,000 investment. This helped to grow her business locally 
and expand towards the East Coast. Today, Me & the Bees 
Lemonade are on the shelves of large chain natural food stores 
such as Whole Foods, Kroger, The Fresh Market, World Market, 
and more. Also, 10% of her profits are donated to charities 
whose focus is to save bees. 

There are many forums to make progress and 
ways in which to say “I feel your pain and want 
to help.” This section is dedicated to all those 
who worked through the struggles and found 
success in business. Here are just a few of many 
successful black entrepreneurs. We believe that 
in order to rid our society of racism, we need to 
not only change our thinking, we need to alter 
the economic imbalance that exist.  

Click here to see Mikaila  
introduce President Obama. bl

ac
k 

en
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ep
re

ne
ur

s

against  
the grain.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TjqryyYbUlI
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John W. Rogers Jr., Age 62, Chicago, IL 
Founder, Chairman,  
Co-CEO & Chief Investment Officer: Ariel Investments 
Established: 1983 
Business Net Worth: Managing $10 billion

John’s parents introduced the world of investing to him at a 
young age. His passion for investing is said to have began at 
the age of 12! His father was a Tuskegee Airman and a lawyer, 
and his mother was an attorney, both fighting through the 
struggles of Jim Crow Laws and post-Jim Crow. They made a 
goal of educating their son with the resources they had. John’s 
father started buying stocks for him as Christmas and Birthday 
gifts. John’s interest for equities and funds excelled throughout 
the years. He studied economics at Princeton University and 
became a stockbroker at William Blair & Company, LLC. At the 
age of 23, John founded Ariel, focusing on investing in small 
and medium sized companies. His skilled strategies have led 
him to be titled as one of the world’s top 99 greatest investors. 
John has served as a co-chair for the Presidential Inaugural 
Committee in 2009. He sits on the boards of Exelon and 
McDonalds. John is also a trustee to the University of Chicago 
and Director of the Robert F. Kennedy Center for Justice and 
Human Rights.

Delane Parnell, Age 27, Detroit, MI 
Founder, CEO: PlayVS 
Established: 2017 
Business Net Worth: $31 Million

From working summer jobs at a cell phone store to becoming a 
part of a $700 million Esports industry. Delane Parnell, a Detroit 
native founded PlayVS in 2017, which is now the official league 
for High School and College esports. Delane’s background is 
not the normal successful entrepreneur’s background. Being a 
young black man in today’s America, under an oppressed and 
impoverished community, the odds are against you. At the age 
of 27, most of Delane’s friends have died or are in jail. Delane’s 
father died only a few months before he was born and with his 
mother struggling to provide, a 27-year-old multi-million-dollar 
entrepreneur was far out of site for Delane. So, how did he 
do it? At a young age, his love for video games helped keep 
Delane off of the streets. At just the age of 13, Delane was 
consistently working at a local cell phone store and by 17 years 
old, he saved up enough to own three local cell phone stores in 
his community. Over the years, his love for tech grew stronger. 
Delane started work at a highspeed internet company, which 
opened him up to the esports industry. He built a Call of Duty 
team and sold it to a leading esports organization. He then 
tried launching a gaming league but was not successful at first. 
Delane learned at a young age the world of entrepreneurship 
and the importance of networking. At a music festival in Austin 
Texas, Delane connected with co-owner of studio/incubator 
Science, Peter Pham. Pham shared interest in Delane’s passion 
and ideas for the esports industry and invested and mentored 
Delane. Delane was able to access capital, raising $15 million 
and making PlayVs the largest Series-A ever raised by a  
black founder in consumer Internet. In 2018, PlayVs signed 
a deal with the National Federation of State High School 
Associations granting PlayVs as the official league operating 
high school esports. 
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books on racial injustice.

The Color of Money: 
Black Banks and the Racial 
Wealth Gap

Mehrsa Baradaran

A Testament of Hope: 
Essential Writings and 
Speeches of  
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

The New Jim Crow: Mass 
Incarceration in the Age of 
Colorblindness

Michelle Alexander
Persistent Disparity: Race and 
Economic Inequality in the 
United States Since 1945

William A. Darity Jr.  
Samuel Myers Jr.

The Man-Not: Race, Class, 
Genre, and The Dilemmas of 
Black Manhood 

Tommy J. Curry
The Color of Law:  
A Forgotten History of  
How Our Government 
Segregated America

Richard Rothstein

White Fragility: Why It’s So 
Hard for White People to Talk 
About Racism

Robin DeAngelo

The Falsification of Afrikan 
Consciousness: Eurocentric 
History, Psychiatry and the 
Politics of White Supremacy 

Amos N. Wilson
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August

September

promotions
Aimee Capaldi has joined the team as an Executive Administrative Assistant
Suvro Ghosh has joined the team as an Assistant Project Management
Dominic Caporale has joined the team as a Project Management Intern

New Carpenters

Joshua Sims

Ifeyan Gavin

Marc Harden

James Shiel

Nicholas Alfieri

Keith Allen

Matthew Teschko

New Roofers

Rodney Lee

Kelvin Canales

Nichoals Carroll

Mariela Garcia

Junior Gonzalez

Nicolas Savinon

Luis Tapia

Eusabio Barrios 

Vicente Cubillas

transitions new hires

may | june | july 2020

October

“

“

To bring 
about 
change, 
you must 
not be 
afraid 
to take 
the first 
step. We 
will fail 
when we 
fail to 
try” 
Rosa Parks
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  1 - William Eggers
  6 - Moziah Crichlow 
  7 - Michael Bocchino
  8 - Michael Donnelly
 Byron Lewis
10 - Daniel Dougherty
 Rishabh Goud
13 - Daniel Drohan

14 - Kyle Urban
16 - Jonathan DeFrangesco
 Jordan Heiss
 Paul Shelinsky
17 - Angelo Marinelli
18 - Kevin Loftus
 Alexander Smith-Gordon

19 - David Danielewicz
 John Pagnotta
20 - Brian Nicgorski
23 - Anthony DeAngelis
 Ryan Sharkey
24 - John Melle
25 - Kevin Knox
30 - Stephen Zinelli

2 - Wesley Czapla
3 - John Cubbage
 Jamie Swift
4 - Michael Coar
 Sherif Elmobdy
 Elizabeth Rodgers
 Ernesto Barrios

  6 - Daniel Henry
  9 - Omar Maldonado
12 - Marcos Acosta 
15 - Sean Timoney
16 - Thomas Rorick
18 - Jennifer Isopi

19 - Khaleel Bessellieu
21 - Jonathan Simpkins
25 - Jacob Arhotakis
26 - Marquis Jackson
27 - Anthony Costa
29 - Christopher Gillen
31 - Nicolas Savinon

6 - Scott Spicher
8 - Quang Lam

 William Barbarino
9 - Fred Slade

12 - Fran Benson
 Paul Croneberger

13 - Creighton Hallahan
14 - Aaron Laws
 Sean Duffy
17 - Hans Bixler
24 - Eddie DeAngelis

25 - Flavio Alcaraz
 Edward Dever
28 - Felicia Marks
29 - David Barberry
30 - Rich Bercute
31 - Janine DeAngelis
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Article Written By:

Russ Manel

So how does that math work? Does it mean that just police 
officers are racist? How can it be that police officers, who 
sign up for work that puts their life in danger every day 
at public servant pay, are morally corrupt and ethically 
bankrupt? Seems counterintuitive, yet, I agree that racism in 
police work is systemically evident. Maybe we are not being 
honest with ourselves? I believe that racism exist in all of us 
in one form or another. If we continue to shun the thought 
from our own behavior and project on others, we will never 
address and ultimately correct this problem. 

It is my belief that racism exists in all of us through the 
culture we live in; entertainment we watch; parents and 
family members we learn from; and experiences we engage 
in. I believe that each generation is a little less racist than the 
one before. I was raised in the 70’s and came of age in the 
80’s. My experiences are much different from those of you 
who were born after that period. Just as mine were different 
from those in the 50’s and 60’s. 

I get it. Some of you are still thinking to yourself, “How 
dare he say I am a racist!” Maybe you think that 

because you were raised “in a good home” or 
perhaps you are black yourself. Racism comes in 
many forms and fashions. There is Interactional, 
Institutional, Structural, Systemic, Discursive and 
the more common, Casual Racism. Who among 
us have consciously locked our car doors when 
driving through a black neighborhood? That’s 
Interactional Racism. Who thought Stop & 
Frisk was effective policing? That’s Institutional 
Racism. Who has used the word “thug” or 
“ghetto?” That’s Discursive Racism. And 
who believes that one race is not superior 
to another but still create stereotypes 
concerning race? That’s Casual Racism. 

Let me guess. You said no. I predict 
that if I polled all the employees of 
EDA, 100% would say no. And if asked 
if racism exists and a problem, 100% 
would say, yes. 
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Article Written By:

John Rakus
Director of Estimating, 

Roofing & Waterproofing

are you a racist?
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I’ve been guilty of Interactional and Causal with the 
occasional Discursive. (I never believed in Stop & Frisk. It’s 
un-American and just plain wrong.) As you grow older, you 
live and you learn. I’ve learned that the real issue is trust, 
education and respect. The more you interact with others, 
the more you realize that we are all the same . . . each 
looking to earn a living and all of us looking to 
find happiness. 

Perhaps the way forward is the simplest form available: look 
your neighbor in the eye, say hello, and smile. Take time to 
learn another culture. And vote! My step forward recently 
was to read literature from a black author. I decided on Toni 
Morrison, The Bluest Eye. This was the best decision I could 
have made. I haven’t read a fiction novel since high school 
and did so only because it was required. Fiction is fake and 
thus a waste of time, so I thought. Toni Morrison changed 
my mind and my outlook. I couldn’t put it down and already 
ordered another book of hers called Beloved. 

Racism has been around for well over 400 years, if not 
forever, and it’s not getting fixed this month. But we can 
collectively start this month. Open your mind . . . love, learn, 
and trust. Make a conscious effort to do something different 
to improve your knowledge and our relationship with each 
other. It feels good. 

So, what are you going to do?

aug | sept | oct 2020

I grew up in a middle class row home in Philadelphia. All 
of my friends, enemies, coaches, friend’s parents, relatives, 
teachers, and so on were white. I loved where I was raised 
but something was missing and it did not hit me until high 
school. In 9th grade, at the age of 14, I met my first black 
friend. His name was Mark Madison and my education started 
about being black in this country. It was a jolt to my world as I 
had lived in a bubble and did not know any better. Even after 
this experience, I did not have many relationships with black 
people or any minorities for that matter. I enjoyed my black 
friends in high school and college but never really developed 
strong relationships. 

I assume that my initial experience of being in a white person 
bubble as young man, in addition to what I saw on TV, shaped 
me. The only way to change was to actively force myself to 
lean into the discomfort to break the mold. For far too long, 
I have accepted the status quo and have not pushed back 
forcibly. The more I read about the racial injustice and racial 
inequality in our education system and the workplace, the 
more embarrassed I felt by my non-action. I want to be a part 
of the solution and that must be through action not just words. 

One of EDA’s Core Values is “Strive to Improve.” When 
it comes to racial injustice and intolerance, we must 
acknowledge our failings and accept that improvement is 
required. I acknowledge that change does not happen by 
being silent or inactive. So, we want to listen and create action 
with our minority team members here at EDA as they speak 
about inequality in our country. EDA will not accept the status 
quo because that is not how we improve as people. What do 
we do? Listen to our team members and create an action plan 
to make changes. While we might be a small piece of this 
country, it must start with us . . . as a lot of small pieces make 
up the whole.

Article Written By:

Ed DeAngelis
President
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We reached out to our Black, Latino and Hispanic EDA 
family members to take a brief survey so we can share their 
experiences and challenges as minorities. We wanted to hear 
directly from our staff regarding what they deal with every day 
being people of color. Here are some of their responses:

Jaylen Mallory
Carpenter, African American
Do you believe there is 
a modernized Jim Crow 
in the US today? Yes, 100 
percent. We can just talk 
about systematic racism 
where banks basically have 
a map on where to not give 
loans out to and those “no” 
spots are all majority black 
communities. So that means 
we can’t get houses, cars, 
create businesses, etc. Also, 
that attacks our schools 
because schools are based 
off the community. If the 
community is not funded 
either are our schools which 
means poor equipment, low 
pay for teachers or even 
closing schools. Also, if we 
do have the money, they 
won’t approve you because 
of statistics. Lower class white 
people have a better approval 
rate than black people in the 
middle class.

their views...
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Felicia Marks
Office, African American
Do you believe there is a 
modernized Jim Crow in 
the US today? Yes, with 
“demographics.” I went 
to a pharmacy to pick up 
medicine. This pharmacy 
was in a very high-class 
neighborhood and they asked 
for my ID and my zip code. 
They told me they could not 
let me purchase my medicine 
there. I found out later from 
someone who use to work in 
a pharmacy that the reason 
why I was told that I cannot 
purchase my medicine there 
is because of my zip code and 
the area I live. Demographics 
are used to determine our 
food supply. Depending on 
where you live, you receive 
different grades of fruits, 
vegetables, and meats.

Jonathan Diaz
Safety Director, Hispanic
In today’s America, do 
you feel like a minority 
first and American second 
sometimes? All the time. I do 
believe that here within EDA, 
I am treated as an equal. On 
the other hand, when I am out 
in the field dealing with other 
trades, I can almost always 
sense that folks look at me as 
a minority.

Eric Moses
Roofer, African American
Do you believe there is a 
modernized Jim Crow in 
the US today? Yes. We have 
people being killed for the 
same thing that those of 
Caucasian background are 
just being arrested. This is the 
reason for the protests. For 
years, blacks have fought for 
equality and yet we are being 
let down by the same people 
who have been placed in 
offices of power.

Miriam Alan Walls
Project Manager, Latino
Have you ever faced racial 
bigotry on your jobsite 
and or department? Yes, 
as a female minority. As a 
woman, you get certain looks 
and tones as if you don’t 
know anything. I even had 
someone admitting to me 
that he just couldn’t work 
well with women. When he 
would explain our issues to 
others (either constructability/
pricing/ sequence/
coordination with other subs) 
that he did not agree with, 
he would justify as “she is a 
woman” implying that I don’t 
know better. He couldn’t 
treat me like any other male 
worker; he had to speak in a 
certain way and  behave in a 
certain way. At first, it seemed 
odd and I tried to adjust to 
it, but over time it made our 
relationship awkward and 
even conflicting because I 
wanted to be treated as an 
equal.

Rodrigo Rodriguez, 
Sr. Consultant –  
Masonry Division, Hispanic
In today’s America, do 
you feel like a minority 
first and American second 
sometimes? Yes, culturally 
sometimes. I like my home 
music and food. And yes, 
lately, I have not felt this is 
the America that we have 
felt pride in.

No 
person 
is your 
friend 
who 
demands 
your 
silence, 
or denies 
your 
right to 
grow.

Alice Walker
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